[Rhythmicity of the activity of the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus of the C57Bl mouse].
Rhythmical changes in the activity of the neurosecretory processes have been compared in the supraoptic (SON) and paraventricular (PVN) nuclei in the C57Bl mice hypothalamus during vernal equinox. Parts of the neurosecretory cells, being at stages of synthesis, excretion and accumulation of secrete, volumes of the cell nuclei and nucleoli survey as criteria of their activity. Similar feature for the rhythmic of both nuclei studied is the highest activation of the processes during day time, when mice are resting; this is demonstrated as the maximal amount of actively synthesizing cells, maximal volumes of the cell nuclei and nucleoli. The peculiarities of the rhythmic display in the activity is manifested as a greater ability of the SON cells to accumulate neurosecrete. The accumulation of the secretory material in the SON cells precedes to the period of its maximal activity (1-7 PM) characterized: by making the cells free from the secrete and by a maximal increasing the volume of the nucleoli. In the PVN intensified display of the activity is noted at early hours of the day, and the amount of the cells not containing the secrete--at 6 PM. Lack of the neurosecrete accumulation in the PVN cells speaks in favour of more steady than in the SON cells excretion of the secrete. This demonstrates a more even maintenance of neurohormones concentration in the organism.